
Thank you for buying Amazing Horizons 

[NOTE Daz Studio 4.9 or higher is required] 

Amazing Horizons is an add on to "Iray Worlds-Plus" So you need to have 

Iray Worlds-Plus installed to get the full benefit of Amazing Horizons. 

  

All the images used to advertise this product were entirely created with 

"Amazing Horizons and The Dwelling" (available seperately) within Iray 

Worlds Plus. 

 

Once installed you will find 3 new folders that will appear in the Iray 

Worlds-Plus directory. 

1. IRW+7Horizons Def PLUS which contains 1 setup scene plus 16 New Scenes 

and a new inner mist prop 

2. IRW+7Horizons MIX PLUS which contains 6 New Scenes that are a mix of 

Amazing Horizons along with Iray Worlds Plus Props. 

3. IRW+Tiling Ground which contains 8 Ground tiling presets which can be 

applied to any ground texturte for different ground tiling options.  

 

There are also new morphs on the Iray Worlds-Plus Horizons bringing the 

total morphs to 19 including randomizing and stacking, this makes them 

even more verstatile, 

and there is also a new Inner-Mist Horizon for mist effects closer 

Horizon Scenes.  

This brings the total amount of useable Horizons to 5 for total versatily 

within "Amazing Horizons." 

 

Iray Worlds-Plus 

If you dont have it, you can get it at a discounted price along with 

Amazing Horizons and The Dwelling is also available seperately. 

Iray Worlds-Plus is not a small program by any means, however its still 

its very easy to use and its basically a click and set program. 

It also includes many pre made scenes (Iray Worlds-Plus Images show these 

scenes) you can also create your own ultra realistic scenes complete  

with sun postions, color, range and a variety of light emitting Skies, a 

variety of ground covers, many types of plants, ultra realistic grass  

plus a large variety of trees and much more. 

Please read the Iray Worlds-Plus.pdf for an explanation of how to use the 

program. 

Amazing Horizons makes this massively powerful program even more 

versatile. 

Happy Rendering 

Magix-101 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


